Planning for attracting customers facilities and how can the facility attract many people, proper prediction of the visitors number is quite important. By measuring the number of visitors using the Huff model that proposed by D.L.Huff to attract facilities have been performed as a kind of gravity model, which is interpreted as an analogy of Newton mechanics. For example, why and whether it act s to be drawn by the power of human beings is inversely proportional to the index times the distanc e in accordance with the law of gravity,has not been fully explained. There is a need to consider w hy there is this analogy holds fact theoretically. The thought people to perform action to maximize the utility with their own limited conditions,this paper tried to build a model. It is intended to make new examined attendance prediction replace it also causes, and to organize concepts related t o appeal coefficients in attracting facilities and Huff model is studied in this paper.
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